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NEWS

Dean Merkle reflects
on 32 years as a Laker
After coming to the university as
the dean of students in 1984, Bart
Merkle is set to retire, moving to the
Student Affairs Leadership Program
SEE A3

A&E

GRSO performs at GV
for Arts at Noon series
As part of the free concert series,
members of the Grand Rapids
Symphony Orchestra performed at
the Cook-DeWitt Center last week
SEE A6

SPORTS

Presidents’ Ball welcomes over
4,000 Lakers to Mount Olympus

Track & field succeeds
at split meet locations
The GVSU teams split up in order
to compete in the Notre Dame Meyo
Invitational and the Hillsdale Wide
Track Classic on Feb. 5 and 6
SEE A9

ONLINE

Listen to the Lowdown,
our brand new podcast
The Lanthorn proudly debuts its first
installment of its weekly podcast,
which dives into the details of the
results of last week’s Iowa Caucus
SEE LANTHORN.COM

MAKING MEMORIES: Junior football player Matt Williams celebrates during the Presidents’ Ball on Feb. 5. The Presidents’ Ball is best known for the dancing, but
three awards were given out to faculty and staff during the evening, recognizing their hard work and contributions to the GVSU community. GVL | EMILY FRYE
BY MADDIE FORSHEE
NEWSdLANTHORN.COM

ods, goddesses and mythical beings
alike - Grand Valley State University
students got ethereal at the annual
Presidents’ Ball on Feb. 5.
. The theme of the night centered
on Grecian mythology, and across the DeVos
Place, “A Night in the Clouds” was represented
through dress and decor.
The pre-dance dinner had an increase in
popularity from last year, and the dance saw
similar attendance to last year.
“I just find that there’s Grand Valley magic
when we have a dinner and then bring together

4,000 students and have a time where relationships
are created and sustained,” said GVSU President
I homas Haas.“This is one of the special traditions
that the university has had now for 30 years.”
In addition to the dinner and main dance, the
event included swing dance lessons with live mu
sic, a photo booth and dessert tables.
Since last year’s ball drew a record-breaking
attendance, attendance was expected to remain
steady this year, and proved to do so. Because of
this, the budget for the dance stayed the same as
last year, at $40,000, keeping ticket prices the same
for students as they were last year.
As is tradition with Presidents’ Ball, three
awards were given out during the dinner to rec
ognize those who have worked hard through

out the year at GVSU.
“We have the chance to recognize some special
people in the life of the university’’ Haas said.
The two that were chosen by student senate
were the Laker of the Year award and the Student
Award for Faculty Excellence (SAFE) award. The
Laker of the Year is Krista McFarland, a student life
assistant in the Office of Student Life. The SAFE
award was given to Richard Hiskes, a professor of
political science and honors classes.
The Presidents’ Appreciation Award was cho
sen exclusively by Haas and student senate Presi
dent Maddie Cleghom. The award went to Jodi
Chycinski, the director of the admissions office.
SEE OLYMPUS | A2

FINANCES

VITA program helps students
organize tax returns for free
lected to lead the program, she
is excited that she and the oth
er 35 to 45 volunteers can help
t’s that dreaded GVSU and the community in
time year again - Grand Rapids.
“This is a good program
tax season.
While
the for the community, but also a
concept of au good opportunity for the stu
diting and balancing a dents at Grand Valley,” Quat
checkbook seems both puz tro said. “Almost all of the
zling and troubling to many volunteers are upcoming ac
individuals, students and counting students and gradu
volunteers in the school of ates who may not have intern
accounting at Grand Valley ships under their belt and this
State University want to help. is a good experience for them
The Volunteer Income Tax to learn and get the ball rolling
Assistance program (VITA) and find future internships.”
Appointments are avail
is a free, national program
able through the
that is geared
United Way 211
toward helping
in Grand Rap
individuals who
“This is a good
ids and GVSU’s
make $54,000
office.
Locations
or less a year,
program for
are already get
individuals with
the community,
ting calls from
disabilities, the
but also a good
students about
elderly and the
the program and
limited-English
opportunity for
where they can
speaking
tax
the students at
get help and find
payers
who
the proper infor
need help in
Grand Valley.”
mation.
organizing their
CLAIRE QUATTRO
Besides GV
tax returns.
GRADUATE ASSISTANT,
SU’s location,
This is the
SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTING
other sites in
fifth year that
clude the Oak
GVSU has host
ed the VITA program. The dale Clark Church, United
site operates every Saturday Way and the Gerald R. Ford
- with the exception of the Academic Center. All sites
days on either side of GVSU’s have different hours and days
spring break - from 10 a.m. of operation, allowing differ
ent opportunities for West
until 4 p.m.
From Feb. 6 to April 9 in Michigan to helps its com
Room 2015 in GVSU’s Seid- munity file their taxes.
Rita Grant, the director
man Center, volunteers will
be helping students and lo of the school of accounting
cal residents in downtown at GVSU, said she supports
Grand Rapids who qualify Quattro and the participation
of the students because it al
for the service.
Claire Quattro, a school of lows all types of accounting
accounting graduate assistant, students from all walks of edu
is leading the program. She cation to get involved.
said that while she is some
what nervous about being se
SEE TAXES | A2
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM

ACCOUNTABILITY: Provost Gayle Davis speaks in front of the new Kindschi Hall of Science. Davis said that while there are no set rules
about professors releasing their classes early, they must report any predictable absence to their department chair. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
BY DREW HOWARD
A SSIS TA N TNEWS@LA N THORN. COM

tudents at Grand Valley
State University are often
warned of the repercus
sions for missing class.
From partial credit taken
away to a deduction in grade, stu
dents are told that their attendance is
to be taken very seriously. But when
it comes to canceling or even cutting
short a class, are professors required to
follow a similar set of rules?
According to a survey conducted by
the lanthorn on 100 random students,
exactly half said they have taken a class
scheduled to go at least 2 hours and 50
minutes in which the professor regularly
cut it short by 30 minutes or more.
The survey also revealed that 55
percent of respondents believe classes
at GVSU scheduled to go the same
amount of time typically do not run
the full period.
Gretchen Galbraith, associate dean
of faculty at GVSU, said professors are
allowed to end these longer class peri
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ods early only under rare circumstanc
es or if the scheduled 10-minute break
times are not taken.
“Remember that a 3-hour class is ac
tually 150 minutes of instruction time,”
Galbraith said. “Depending on how in
structors and their class decide how to use
the 10 minutes of break per hour of class,
such a class might finish early’ but still
meet for the 150 minutes of instruction.”
Galbraith said she hasn’t heard many
complaints from students concerning
professors ending class early.
“Its pretty unusual for students
to complain about getting extra time,
back, but I would expect to hear com
plaints if students were routinely meet
ing for less than the scheduled time,”
she said. “Even when all the material
for a class has been covered, there are
still plenty of meaningful opportuni
ties for learning when an instructor
and students have a little extra time at
the end of a class session.”
50 percent of those surveyed by the
Lanthorn also said they have had a pro
fessor cancel class for reasons other than
the weather or medical issues. The survey
did not include personal emergencies or
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a family crisis as a reason to cancel class.
Respondents were asked to name
reasons given by professors for can
celing class, the majority of which
were for out-of-town business, semi
nars or conferences.
Other reasons provided in the survey
include: “Vacation,” “flight delay,” “sick
child,” “family death,” “traveling,” “per
sonal reasons,” “wedding,” “had to watch
kids,” “job interview,” "shopping sale,” and
“forgot we had class.”
In the GVSU 2015-16 faculty hand
book, it states that faculty members are
responsible for meeting all classes for
which they are scheduled. If a faculty
member is absent, they are required
to notify the appropriate department
head and make plans to cover missing
teaching assignments.
The handbook does not provide a spe
cific number of absences allowed for each
faculty member.
Gayle Davis, provost and executive
vice president for academic and student
affairs, said adequate excuses for a profes-

SEE SKIPPING | A2
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provides all of the valuable news, sports
& laker life updates along with puzzles,
coupons, arts and so much more
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‘PARALLEL PLANNING’ INFORMATIONAL SESSION
Students in the health field are invited to learn more
about effective career-planning strategies during an infor
mational session at the Grand Valley State University Career
Center on Feb. 8.
At “Developing Your Parallel Plan." students applying
for a secondary admit program or graduate program in the
health field will be taught how to create a back-up plan
when life takes an unexpected turn.
The sessions is set to take place from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in
Mackinac Hall, Room A-1-171.
For additional information about the event, contact the
Career Center at (616) 331-3311 or careers@gvsu.edu.

BRIAN FLANAGAN TO PRESENT AT NEXT INSTALL
MENT OF THE WHEELHOUSE TALKS
Brian Flanagan, director of the Sanger Leadership Center
(SLC) at the University of Michigan, is set to present at the
next installment of The Wheelhouse Talks on Feb. 12.
Hosted by the Hauenstein Center for Presidential
Studies. The Wheelhouse Talks is an event series that gives
local leaders and influencers the opportunity to share their
experiences with the community.
In his presentation. Flanagan will discuss the importance
of creating and molding future leaders through initiatives at
both the Cook Leadership Academy at Grand Valley State
University and the SLC.
Flanagan’s presentation will take place from 3:30 p.m.
until 4:30 p.m. in the Loosemore Auditorium at the DeVos
Center, located on GVSU’s Pew Campus.
For more information, visit www.hauensteincenter.org.

A NIGHT TO REMEMBER: A couple dances in the spotlight during a slow dance at Presidents' Ball on Feb. 5 at the DeVos Place. The annual
celebration included dancing, desserts, dinner, live performances and other activities for GVSU students in attendance, gvl I EMILY frye

OLYMPUS

13 DEPARTMENTS GIVEN ‘CERTIFIED HEALTHY’
DESIGNATION

CONTINUED FROM A1

The second year of the Healthy Choices Wellness
Program at Grand Valley State University yielded eight new
"certified healthy" departments.
The Healthy Choices Wellness Program is run by the
Health and Wellness team within Human Resources. To
qualify as “certified healthy," a department must create a
work environment that allows its employees to maintain a
healthy lifestyle.
Out of the 13 departments designated "certified healthy.”
eight were not recognized in the previous year. The new
honorees include: athletics and recreation facilities, campus
recreation. CLAS academic advising, information technol
ogy. university communications, WGVU, the department of
public health, and the Regional Math and Science Center.

“She has just had an enormous impact
on the university,” Cleghom said.
Haas agreed with Cleghorn, saying
that Chycinski is a driving force behind
getting many students to attend GVSU
in the first place.
“(Chycinski) and her staff are respon
sible for introducing prospective students,

VIDEO PRESENTATION TO FOCUS ON THE LIFE OF
ROSA PARKS
In celebration of Black History Month, the Office of
Multicultural Affairs will be hosting an educational video
presentation on the life of Rosa Parks on Feb. 9.
"Rosa Parks: A Modern Day Heroine” revisits Park’s
infamous bus boycott and the effect it later had on the Civil
Rights Movement. The video has been remastered in honor
of the 50th anniversary of the Montgomery bus boycott.
The video presentation will take place from noon until
oHhe Women’s Center located inside the Kirkhof
Center.
m-^a»jHOf»4ftfom>ation. visit www.gvsu.edu/oma.

SKIPPING
CONTINUED FROM A1

sor canceling class include per
sonal sickness or injury, profes
sional obligations such as at
tending a conference, as well as
a family illness, among others.
“There is no set reasonable
number (of absences) if the
reason and planning are ad
equate since different people
are called upon for different
reasons and illness and family
IJII^IliflpW^Slfcxpe^fedly’’

TAXES

The Dean of Students Office will be accepting nomina
tions for the Kenneth R. Venderbush Student Leadership
Award until 5 p.m. on Feb. 1Z: •
■< . .
The Kenneth R. Venderbush Student Leadership Award
goes to a Grand Valley State University senior who has
exhibited strong leadership skills within the campus com
munity.
The winning student will be presented with the award
during the annual Student Awards Convocation on April 11.
It’s suggested that the nomination form be sent in a
sealed envelope marked "confidential” to the Dean of
Students Office (202 STU). The envelope should also
have an indication that it’s for the Kenneth R. Venderbush
Student Leadership Award.

CONTINUED FROM A1
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Davis said. “If absences are
predictable (need to travel for
professional purposes, con
flicting crucial obligation), the
faculty member gives notice to
the department chair.”
Davis said professors are
not checked up on through
out the semester to see if they
are attending class. Instead, a
department chair will only in
vestigate a professor’s behav
ior if there is reason to believe
there’s a problem.
If a professor is found to
have regularly skipped or cut

Haas with a cake decked out with sparklers
and a dance dedicated to him by the Royal
Dancers.
“I’m thrilled that we’re able to do (this
event) with a great deal of success and with
the continued hope that everyone comes
here and is really taken care of by each oth
er,” Haas said. “It’s exciting and a really spe
cial time. Marcia and I feel very fortunate
that we’re at a place that students are who
they are and I’m so proud of every single
one of them.”

class early, Davis said repercus
sions are decided according to
the individual situation.
“(The department chair)
would have a discussion to
explore what is going on, and
depending on the conversa
tion, appropriate change in
behavior might be required,”
Davis said. “These are entirely
individual cases. If the prob
lem persists, more serious re
percussions are felt.
“Always letting a class out
early or starting late is not
acceptable.”

While professors are not
scrutinized without probable
suspicion, Davis said they are
one of the most evaluated em
ployee groups on campus.
“Faculty are professionals,
and as such they are trusted to
make good professional deci
sions,” she said. “If they don’t
behave professionally, they are
subject to semester by semes
ter evaluations by students and
others. The evaluations effect
their salaries and their progress
to tenure and promotions.”. M

•** '.'Mil asiiai^

NOMINATIONS FOR STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARD
NOW OPEN

VOL. SO

through the admissions process, to Grand
Valley, and we’ve seen that she’s doing a
great job,” Haas said. “We see students who
are a great fit, they’re successful here and
they go out into graduate schools or into
their careers and are successful there, too.”
For the annual 10 p.m. surprise, Presi
dent Haas and Dean of Students Bart
Merkle surprised everyone by dressing
up as the Blues Brothers and lip-synced a
song together. To celebrate Haas’ 10th year
at the university, student senate presented

“It is purely service./or
those in our neighborhood
who have low income and dif
ficulty filling out their taxes,”
Grant said. “They almost all
are entitled to refunds, so this
is a real service to the commu
nity as well as giving our stu
dents real-world experience.”
Quattro said she and her
team are trying to give the
volunteers the experience
they need to not only hone
their skills, but also help
teach their community how
to do their taxes and help
them gain their tax refund.
“I am really excited to
see what kind of clients will
come in and I think this will
be -a rewarding experience
for me and my volunteers,”
Quattro said. “I hope that we
can give them the service and
financial stability that they
rightly deserve.”

FINANCIAL GUIDANCE: A student fills out her W-2 form. Grand Valley State University provides a tax
preparation program to help students and others file their tax information for free. GVL | LUKE HOLMES
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CELEBRATION:
The dance group
K-GE performs at
the Asian New Year
Festival in the Kirkhof
Center on Feb. 4.
The event, which
celebrated Asian
culture on campus,
was sponsored by the
Asian Student Union
and the Office of Mul
ticultural Affairs.
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At the Lanthom we strive to bring you the most accurate news possible. If we make
a mistake, we want to make it right If you find any errors in fact m the Lanthom. let
us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editoriakaxanthom com.
The Grand Valley Lanthom is published twice-weekly by Grand Valley State
University students 62 times a year. One copy of this newspaper is available
free of charge to any member of the Grand Valley Community. For additional
copies, at $1 each, please contact our business offices.
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The Lanthom is published on recycled paper and is printed with soy bean ink.
This means that our newspaper is entirely compostable. Help us do our part to
be kind to the environment by recycling or composting this newspaper after
you enjoy reading It
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Allendale, Ml 49401
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WHO WAS THE FIRST AFRICAN

BUCK HISTORY

MONTH
TRIVIA CONTEST

AMERICAN PERSON TO WIN A
NOBEL PEACE PRIZE?

A. MARTIN LUTHER KING
• BARACK OBAMA
C.RAIRH BUNCH
0. A PMIUJP RANDOLPH

Submit answers by walking
into the office of Multicultural
Affairs in 1240 KC and filling
out an answer sheet The first
correct answer will win a prize!
Winner will be notified by the
end of die week.
Good luck!

FEBRUARY 8, 2016
GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
it @GVLNEWS
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MODEL ARAB LEAGUE

ADMINISTRATION

Student represents GV in
international fellowship

A fond farewell
Dean of Students Bart Merkle reflects on three decades at GV
GVSU, one of his most sig
nificant accomplishments is
setting up robust residence
and student life programs.
As Merkle finishes his last
semester in his current role,
there are more than 400 reg
istered student organizations
and more then 6,000 stu
dents living on campus.
“My perspective on the
work that I’ve been doing,
it’s hard for me to frame it
in a last semester,” Merkle
said. “It’s been part of a
larger effort. I feel very for
tunate to have been a part
in developing all that.”
Merkle also celebrates
the growth of the various
student support centers on
campus, including the Coun
seling Center, the Women’s
Center, the Office of Multi
cultural Affairs and the Milton E. Ford LGBT Resource
Center. According to Merkle,
the Counseling Center’s role
in offering mental health re
sources to students is more
important than ever.
“(The Counseling Cen
ter) is now an APA ac
credited program that has
graduate students,” he said.
“I feel very good about that.
They’re embedded in the
university. Our Counseling
Center is a vibrant agency.”
Though Merkle has ac
complished a great deal during
his tenure as dean of students,
he knows the work isn’t done
yet. Responses from recent

BY AUDRA GAMBLE
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

EXPANDING HORIZONS: Gabriella Patti snaps a photo of the Qatar skyline during her recent trip
to the Middle East as part of the Qatar Exchange Malone Fellowship. COURTESY | GABRIELLA PATTI

Gabriella Patti dedicates efforts
toward Middle East relations
career through the Model Arab League.
The Model Arab League is a simula
tion of the real-life diplomatic relations
ost students spend their of countries in the Middle East. Students
Thanksgiving break at home learn about the countries they represent
with family, enjoying a few and serve as model diplomats for various
days off from classes. Gabriella committees within their particular country.
Students can participate in the league by tak
Patti, a junior at Grand Valley
State University, spent her break last No ing MES 370, a class that fulfills the general edu
cation issues requirement at GVSU. The class is
vember doing something a little different.
Patti was one of 10 students in the U.S. open to all majors and is also offered as a club.
The course is taught by Coeli Fitzpatrick,
chosen for a fellowship through The National
Council on U.S.-Arab Relations. Participating professor of philosophy in the Frederik
^
Meijer Honors College, along
in the Qatar Exchange Malone
with two other professors in
Fellowship, she spent a week in
the Arabic department.
“There are many
Qatar learning about all aspects
Once the students have their
of the culture and government.
misconceptions
policies and resolutions prepared
Working with the Ministry of
about the Middle
for their committee, they partici
Foreign Affairs, Patti spent the
pate in the regional model debate
week meeting with authorities
East, but it’s
which is held at GVSU, followed
of various Qatari government
actually leading
by the national model debate
ministries. She also met with
the world in
held in Washington, D.C.
representatives of Al Jazeera and
Fitzpatrick who is also the
toured one of the largest natural
innovation...”
coordinator of the Middle East
gas plants in. the world.
—
studies program, nominated Pat
“There are many miscon
GABRIELLA PATTI
ti for the fellowship based on her
ceptions of the Middle East,”
GVSUSTUDENT
prior experience serving as the
Patti said. “But it’s actually
only member of the press corps
leading the world in innova
during the Washington simulation in 2014.
tion and business opportunities.”
Fitzpatrick said she was impressed
Patti said she has a passion for the Middle
East and Arab culture, and that the fellow with Patti’s drive and commitment to the
program as a freshman.
ship was a life-changing experience.
“Talk about a motivated self starter,”
In order to qualify for the fellowship,
a student must be involved with The Na said Fitzpatrick about Patti. “There was
tional Council on U.S. - Arab Relations just no question about it.”
for at least a year. Patti has participated
in the council every year of her college
BY SANDA VAZGEC
NEWS@LANTHORN.COM

SEE PATTI | A5

ver 30 years ago,
Bart
Merkle
walked on to the
Grand Valley
State University
campus as the brand new dean
of students. On his first day, he
stepped out of his car in the
Fieldhouse Arena parking lot
and the cold West Michigan
winds nearly knocked him to
the ground. His heart sank.
What did he just sign up for?
Three decades later, Merkle
has adjusted to the many blus
tery days on campus. Many
things have changed since that
first day on campus, including
a multitude of new buildings,
programs and clubs. The big
gest change Merkle has ex
perienced during his time at
GVSU is the expansion of the
Laker student population.
“I came as the dean of stu
dents in 1984, and I never ex
pected to be at Grand Valley
for so long,” Merkle said. “In
four or five years, I thought I’d
be off on my next challenge. It
didn’t work out that way.”
At the end of this semes
ter, Merkle will step down
from his role as dean of stu
dents and join the faculty of
the college student affairs
leadership program. While
he is proud of many things
he and his staff have ac
complished since his start at

Campus Climate surveys re
vealed that not all members of
the GVSU community feel as
welcome as others on campus.
“Not
everyone
feels
like ‘this is my university,’”
Merkle said. “Until we get
there, we’re not done.”
After 32 years as an inte
gral part of the GVSU family,
Merkle is confident that his
work will continue after he
steps down into his new role.
The reason he’s so sure of the
future success of the univer
sity? The students.
“We have great students
here,” he said. “They’re tal
ented, they’re going to do
great things.”
His hope for students at
GVSU is that they find their
way and grow into confident
members of society.
“I would say to Grand Val
ley students that you’re bet
ter than you think you are,”
Merkle said. “Our students
are really good, but they don’t
truly understand just how
good they are. I hope Grand
Valley helps them flourish.”
At Merkle’s Last Lecture
in the fall, he highlighted
the value of working hard
for something he is passion
ate about. Merkle said all the
work he and his staff have put
in to the university over the
years is incredibly rewarding.
“I feel so fortunate and
honored to have landed at
Grand Valley and all that
we’ve been able to do,” he said.

TIME WELL SPENT: Dean of Students Bart Merkle speaks during student senate’s Last Lecture on
Nov. 19 at the Mary Idema Pew Library. Merkle has worked at GVSU for 32 years. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF

GOVERNANCE

Admissions office looks to recruit, retain students
Dropping high school graduation rates presents new challenge for GV
BY JESS HODGE
JHODGE@LAN THORN. COM

RETENTION: Admissions director Jodi Chycinski discusses admission costs at a student senate meeting on Feb. 4. gvl | sara carte

ith the amount of high school graduates declin
ing in the state, Grand Valley State University is
looking to help new students overcome a series
of challenges when applying to colleges.
Jodi Chycinski, director of admissions,
talked to GVSU’s student senate during their general as
sembly meeting on Feb. 4. Chycinski filters through 19,000
applications and hopes to keep recruiting more potential
students and retain those who have already chosen GVSU.
In the recent years, Chycinski said students have faced
a series of challenges with applying and getting into their
colleges of choice. One large problem that GVSU encoun
ters is the competition between schools.
GVSU crosses applications the most with Michigan State
University, Central Michigan University and Western Michi
gan University. They consistently have to compete with other
schools that give students high scholarship amounts.
Weve never given as much scholarship money as the
schools we compete with, we’ve never been able to do

that,” Chycinski said. “You know that 18 percent of our
funding comes from the state and the rest is all tuitiondriven, so for us to give large scholarships to students,
where will it come from? Your pockets. It’s your tuition.”
She also noted the declining number of high school grad
uates is a challenge for both students and universities.
“We’re seeing some huge demographic shift, not just
in Michigan but in the Midwest as well,” Chycinski said.
“There has been a 20 percent decrease in the number of
high school graduates in Michigan.”
However, she attributes this mostly to a declining birth rate.
Mackenzie Butler, vice president for diversity affairs,
asked Chycinski what the office of admissions was actively
doing to recruit a more diverse student population.
Chycinski said she was actively recruiting more di
verse students in many ways, including targeting specific
schools with kids that may not have the ability or means
to visit the campus on their own time.
“There are definitely plenty of students that don’t have the re-

SEE ADMISSIONS | A5

February 10th
Ash Wednesday
Services:
University Parish
Catholic Campus Ministry

9 am - Mass with Ashes
■|" Noon - Prayer Service
with Ashes
“(■ 3 pm - Mass with Ashes
-|- 9 pm - Mass with Ashes

Answers on pg. 10

May Lent be a
time to grow in
love of God and
care for others.
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EDITORIAL

By Taylor Scholtens
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Cashing in on
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Tuition moneys worth. I would
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Maximum education should be made
a priority with three-hour courses

0<ssiqvMnA.ev\+ sol could learn

t__( V
uring the av
erage
college
students edu
cational career,
most will have
to take a much-dreaded 6
p.m. to 9 p.m. class at least
once. I hough you don’t see
many students excited for
these three hour blocks of
class, time spent on class ma
terials should be prioritized
instead of compromised.
Whether this be through
utilizing the three hours of
class once a week or schedul
ing ample time outside of the
classroom to work on subject
matter, you sign up for a class
to learn. Though we all love
getting out of class early to
sneak in some extra Netflix
time, we should be looking
long-term. Will you benefit
more from an extra episode
of Friends or a skill that can
help you in your future pro
fessional life?
For a lower division, full
time student, in state tuition
is $11,078 and out-of-state is
$15,744 for the entire year.
For a full-time upper divi
sion student, in-state tuition
is $11,648 and out-of-state is
$16,344. Using those num
bers, the average student at
Grand Valley State Univer
sity is paying about 41 cents
per minute per class. That
means for every hour of class
skipped, a student is losing
$24.60. That may not seem
like a ton of money, but it can
add up quickly. If we break
this down further to apply
to a three hour class, every
class period skipped would
signify a loss of $73.80. That’s
a whole lot of money that
gets wasted when professors
provide less than the full
three hours of instruction.
This instruction can come
in a variety of forms, some
of which may not necessar
ily take place in a classroom.
However that information

is disseminated to students,
it is the responsibility of the
professor to give the students
the agreed-upon amount of
instruction.
As students, we are ex
pected to regularly attend
class and if we miss class too
often, it can result in a loss of
credit or another academic
consequence. This being said,
we understand that things
come up. We have all been
in a situation where a fam
ily emergency or sickness has
prevented us from fulfilling
our academic duties, and we
must remember that profes
sors are people too.
As reported in the recent
article, “Taking attendance,”
the GVSU Faculty Hand
book states that faculty
members are responsible
for meeting all classes for
which they are scheduled. If
a faculty member is absent,
they are required to notify
the appropriate department
head and make plans to
cover missing teaching as
signments. Ultimately, if a
situation does arise, accom
modations in place of class
should be made.
For students as well as
professors, getting the ap
propriate moneys worth of
information out of a class
is important. The length of
many classes can depend on
the subject matter, but that
doesn’t mean that a professor
shouldn’t give students their
full attention.
While 6 p.m. to 9 fTm!*
classes are rough on all of us,
students expect and pay for
a certain amount of learn
ing each semester. Whether
this is accomplished through
in-class instruction, outsideof-class assignments or extra
amounts of professor feed
back, each 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
classes need to provide an
experience worth paying
$73.80 for.

Editor-in-chief
Associate editor
News editor
Sports editor
A&E editor
Laker Life editor

WHAT IS A LANTHORN?
Lant • horn, n. [old English]
Lanthorn is two syllables,
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a
lantern that was used in midto-late 16th century Europe. It
was constructed of leather and a

single lens made of a thin piece
of ox or steer horn. It was used
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
slogan is: "Give light and the
people will find their own way."

GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
comment and criticism in the
Grand Valley State University
community. Student opinions
published here do not
necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
aims to be a safe vehicle for
community discussion. The
Lanthorn will not publish
or entertain any forms of
hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved
for letters to the editor only,

all other reader-generated
content can be submitted to
the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s
YourSpace page by emailing
community(3)lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name
and relevant title along with a
valid email and phone number
for confirming the identity of
the author. Letters should be
approximately 500-650 words
in length, and are not edited
by the staff of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn outside of technical
errors for clarity.
To make a submission,
email at editorial(g>lanthorn.
com or by dropping off your
submission in person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276
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Breaking down the Iowa Caucus

BY RACHEL BORASHKO
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM

ast Monday night,
the entire nation
focused on Iowa.
There is only one
reason anyone
ever pays attention to Iowa,
and that’s for its caucuses,
which kicks off the presidential
caucus and primary election
season every four years. Iowa,
for being such a seemingly
insignificant state otherwise,
gets an awful lot of attention
this time of year.
_ _
This year for the COP,
Ted Cruz came out on top at
about 28 percent, snatching
first place away from Donald
Trump who came in second at

about 24 percent. Considering
the amount of media attention
that Trump has received and
given how well he has done in
polls, it is surprising to many
that Cruz managed to beat
him. Coming in third was
Marco Rubio at just above 23
percent. Fourth was claimed
by Ben Carson, followed by
Rand Paul in fifth, and Jeb
Bush in sixth. Beyond that,
the results can hardly be con
sidered significant.
However, it was the Demo
cratic Party that has claimed
much of the spotlight from the
shock of Trump’s defeat. Many
were expecting a clear win for
Hillary Clinton for the Demo
crats. However, she barely beat
out Bernie Sanders. For now,
The Des Moines Register, a
popular Iowa newspaper, lists
the results as Clinton with
49.86 percent and Sanders
coming in second with 49.57
percent of the votes.
With results that close,
it is hard to say that Clinton
really won. In fact, it was so
close that there is currently
pressure being put on the
party to recount the votes, in

part by that same newspaper.
A vote this close is a rarity
in U.S. politics, and it should
make for an interesting race
for the rest of the primaries.
Now, this may seem like a
bunch of nonsense that doesn’t
really matter. Frankly, it took
me until this year to even real
ize that the Iowa Caucus was
even marginally significant.
I thought people just paid at
tention because it was first. It’s
just one state, right? Well, not
quite. Iowa is the first to hold a
caucus or primary election; the
first state to officially decide
which presidential candidates
it supports for the general elec
tion in November. Being first
may not seem like such a big
deal, but it really is.
Iowa holds a substantial
amount of influence. Prob
ably more influence than it
deserves. The candidates that
end up doing well in Iowa
and New Hampshire often
times end up doing well
throughout the primaries.
Upon learning this, I
thought maybe those states
are just particularly repre
sentative of the U.S. Again,

not quite. Iowa is extremely
white. According to the
census, they’re 92.1 percent
white. That’s almost as white
as New Hampshire at 94
percent. For perspective,
that statistic for the U.S. as a
whole is 77 percent. Iowa and
New Hampshire undoubtedly
do not represent the diversity
that the U.S. holds. Yet still,
they are given the privilege of
holding their caucus first and
are given a disproportionate
amount of media attention.
Now, maybe you don’t
want one of the aforemen
tioned presidential candidates
to be the face of the U.S. this
time next year. So what do
you do? Don’t let other states’
primary and caucus elections
take hold of your vote. Michi
gan’s primaries are just over a
month away. Vote. Tell your
friends to vote. And don’t
make it a bandwagon vote.
Don’t blindly vote for who you
see the most on the news. Do
your research and vote for the
candidate who supports what
you support. Vote for the can
didate that you do want to be
the next face of our country.

Focusing on freedom of speech
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BY DANIELLE ZUKOWSKI
EDI TORIA L@LAN THORN. COM

ecently, I was
browsing the
comment section
of a pro-rape
article. Someone
supporting the article said ev
eryone should just respect the
author’s right of free speech.
However, I take issue with this.
People often like to bring
up the First Amendment
when controversial issues are
being discussed. We have the
freedom of speech as Ameri

cans. We can say whatever we
want. That argument is like
an angry little child throwing
a tantrum, screaming to their
mom, “You can’t stop me!”
Yes, we have this freedom
and it shouldn’t be taken for
granted. It’s amazing that we
have the right to think for
ourselves and create our own
opinions because not all people
in the world have that.
In the U.S., you can express
whatever beliefs you have, even
when they are discriminatory.
However, that does not mean
you can do so without conse
quence. This consequence may
not be imprisonment or any
other sort of legal punishment,
but you will cause a reaction
from people who are offended.
You can say whatever
you want, but people who
disagree with you can also
say whatever they want. This
often seems to be forgotten by
the people who are pushing
ignorant and biased ideals.

You can’t just put this kind of
speech out there and expect
nothing to happen. People will
speak up against you and as
you just illustrated with your
provocative speech, they have
the freedom to do that.
Speech is not a one-way
thing. When you express
your ideas, whether in a con
versation, an online blog, or
whatever other variety, you
will receive something in re
turn. You have your opinions
and other people have theirs.
Both of which have equal
right to be expressed.
If you desire to release hate
ful speech, so be it, because
you unfortunately have those
opinions and there are little le
gal ramifications. But, be ready
for disagreement. You have
the freedom of speech, but not
the freedom from the backlash
that you deserve for expelling
hatred and violence.
The article I read, called
“How to Stop Rape,” Daryush

Valizadeh, argued that rape
should be legalized on private
property. There have been
many claims that this article
was satire, however, even if that
is the case, his website does not
appear to be. If it all is satire,
it was very poorly written to
fulfill that purpose.
Yes, Valizadeh does have
the freedom to write this
horrendous material, but
there are consequences.
Even if he does not actually
believe what his written,
given that it is not evidently
satire, it is a huge problem.
Even if this was all created
to point out the ignorance
of people who think in this
manner, it must be remem
bered that there are people
out there that are actually
pro-rape. There are people
that read this and are encour
aged by it. Be mindful of
what you’re putting out into
the world and expect conse
quences of a different nature.
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HOW DO YOU FEEL WHEN A PROFESSOR DISMISSES A 6 P.M.
TO 9 P.M. CLASS MORE THAN AN HOUR EARLY?
MO GOLDEN

DANNY ALONSO
”1 think it’s a mixed bag depending on what
material it is. If the material is tough, it’s justified
that you stay until 9. even though it sucks. If it’s
a subject that’s pretty much easy, then I say ‘why
not?’ Depends on the course.”

”1 feel like it’s kind of fair because 6 to 9 is a long
class. As long as it’s not on an everyday basis
then it should be OK.”

YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Electrical engineering
HOMETOWN: New York. New York

YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Early childhood education
HOMETOWN: Detroit. Michigan

KATE MCGOWAN
"It does feel really good, but at the same time I
feel like I'm missing out on a little bit. I feel like I
oaid good money for this, missing more than an
heir is a lot. The initial excitement is nice, but I
still »‘*el like I'm missing out on something.’’

GARRETT RILEY

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Computer science
HOMETOV/N: St Clair. Michigan

YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Sociology
HOMETOWN: Muskegon, Michigan

WHAT'S YOUR PROBLEM?
HAVE A PROBLEM THAT
YOU NEED HELP SOLVING?
SEND US AN EMAIL.
EDITORIAL®LANTMORN.COM

"I would be very happy, as long as we’ve learned
the material that we’ve needed to learn. If we
haven't learned the material that we need to
learn, I’d feel cheated out of like $200.”
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CLOTHING DRIVE

Winter gear drive to benefit refugees
Interfaith organizations join forces for community service
BY AMELIA ECK
AECKtaiLAN THORN. COM

hough spring may be right around the corner,
there is still some cold weather to get through
until it starts to warm up. The stereotypically
harsh Michigan winters may be hard for those

INTERFAITH COOPERATION: GVSU students pose with materials
gathered through the winter gear drive. COURTESY | CSLC OFFICE

that have never experienced it before, like many of the ref
ugees that have recently settled in the area.
Several Grand Valley State University groups are pre
paring to help those in need for the possibility of more
cold and snow by holding a winter gear collection drive to
benefit refugees in West Michigan.
Katie Gordon, program manager of the Kaufman Inter
faith Institute at GVSU, helps to oversee the process and
the students who assist in the clothing drive.
“We are collecting goods that Bethany Christian Servic
es, one of the leading refugee settlement agencies in Grand
Rapids, expressed they were in need of,” she said.
The community groups involved - including the
Kaufman Interfaith Institute, student organization Better
Together, Wesley Fellowship and the Community Service
Learning Center - have been receiving donations of dif
ferent pieces of winter apparel. The coats, hats and mittens
collected are being donated to Bethany Christian Services.
“The goal is twofold: first, we’d like to support incoming
refugees by providing much needed resources, from winter
coats to school supplies. Secondly, we’d like to humanize the
refugees in West Michigan and the United States,” Gordon
said. “Refugees are community members, business mem
bers, owners, colleagues, and ultimately, our neighbors.”
Grand Rapids welcomes about 800 refugees a year into its

community from countries ranging from Bosnia to Bhutan. The
winter apparel these groups are looking for includes coats and
general winter gear. They are also hoping for items like school
supplies, books and basic “starter items.” Bethany Christian Ser
vices aims to help refugee families begin their lives in Michigan.
“These refugees are enriching our neighborhoods,” Gordon
said. “When we positively embrace them through collecting re
sources and becoming friends, they enrich our lives as well”
Another active member who has a huge role in this drive is
Ranya Hwail, president of the interfaith student organization
Better Together. Better Together helps students on campus build
interfaith cooperation through events such as this clothing drive.
“We wanted to create a space for positive interaction be
tween students of different backgrounds to get to know one
another,” Hwail said. “This is an effort to increase understand
ing, acceptance, diversity and inclusion on our campus.”
Hwail and the interfaith groups hope to create positive
social change, to understand their own religious or non-reli
gious identity and work together to create a better world.
“Inter-religious understanding in a time of global re
ligious conflict is such a change,” she said. “These refugee
families are coming from different backgrounds and faiths.”
All donations can be dropped off at the GVSU Community
Service Learning Center on weekdays, ending March 4.

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

GVS(You) honors donors
Fourth annual event showcases private giving
BY TAYLOR FUSSMAN
TFUSSMA NCa)LAN THORN. COM

rand Valley State
University stu
dents will learn
about the role
of giving in the
campus community dur
ing GVS(You) Week, a week
dedicated to celebrating pri
vate giving at GVSU.
During the week of Feb.
15 to Feb. 19, GVSU will be
celebrating the fourth annual
GVS(You) Week.
The event began in 2013 as
a way to teach students about
the importance of private
giving and to give students a
chance to take a moment to
express appreciation to those
who give to GVSU.
The week-long celebration
is hosted by GVSU’s Future
Alumni Association (FAA).
Skylar Thompson, a member
of the organization, said the
association wants students to
understand the importance of
staying connected to the uni
versity after graduation.
Over 15,000 people sup
port GVSU annually, and no
matter what the size of the gift
given, each donor makes a dif
ference to the campus.

“Any amount donated is
greatly appreciated and we
want students to be able to ex
press their gratitude,” said Julie
Jamison, president of the FAA.
Events for the week
are chosen based on get
ting students involved and
reaching out to donors.
The events include a so
cial media contest running
throughout the week, thank
you note writing, spirit day and
an ice cream social event.
The thank you note writing
events will occur on both the
Pew and Allendale campuses
and will allow students to thank
alumni donors who give less
than $50 annually to GVSU.
Each day of the social me
dia contest will give students a
chance to show school pride by
posting a picture of their favor
ite place on campus using the
hashtag #GVSYOU on Twitter,
Instagram or Facebook.
By posting a picture, stu
dents will have the chance
to win a prize from the FAA
based on how many likes,
shares or retweets their picture
has at the end of the week.
“Get the Scoop on Philan
thropy” invites students for
ice cream dished up by “ce
lebrity scoopers” to allow for

an opportunity to learn about
how private giving occurs in
the GVSU community.
The “celebrity scoopers”
will include President Thomas
Haas, Dean of Students Bart
Merkle, LeaAnn Tibbe, foot
ball head coach Matt Mitchell,
and Director of Alumni Rela
tions Chris Barbee.
Thompson said “Get the
Scoop on Philanthropy” is a
new addition this year, and
will only guarantee ice cream
for the first 150 students, but
is excited to see how the new
event works out.
Finally, on spirit day, stu
dents are encouraged to wear
Laker Blue in order to have the
opportunity to win a prize from
the FAA as they pass them out
on campus to individuals they
see showing school spirit.
“Without private giving,
Grand Valley simply wouldn’t
be the same,” Thompson said.
“It’s encouraging for students to
know that alumni are investing
in their future, and it’s equally
important for donors to realize
that their contributions to the
university are appreciated.”

DONATIONS: Emma Lazzar. former FAA president (left) with, Skylar Thompson (center), current FAA
communications officer and Kelsey Keipert, current FAA vice president (right). GVL I alumni relations

GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/alumni
FOR MORE INFORMA TION

GAINING EXPERIENCE: Patti, a junior, will serve as the assistant secretary general at the upcoming
regional Model Arab League conference in late February, held at GVSU. COURTESY | gabriella PATTI

PATTI
CONTINUED FROM A3

While in Washington,
D.C., Patti set up social me
dia accounts and ran a news
paper to cover the event.
This year, she will serve as
the assistant secretary general
for the regional model in late
February and plans to attend
the national model once again.
Patti has not decided ex

actly what she’d like to do in
the future, but she definitely
knows it will deal with the
Middle Eastern culture.
“I wanted to work for A1
Jazeera and that dream hasn’t
died,” Patti said. “But we have
a lot of refugees coming to
our area from Syria and Iraq
so it might be best for me to
stay here, but we’ll see.”
Patti recommends the
Model Arab League to all
students and thinks it’s a

ADMISSIONS
CONTINUED FROM A3

sources to make a campus visit on their
own,” Chycinski said. “A brochure can only
go so far, to get out here and see what we’re
all about is really important.”
I he top five feeder high schools are Hudsonville, Jenison, Grandville, West Ottawa and
Ixike Orion. Although GVSU is targeting local
schools, Chycinski said GVSU is starting to at
tract more students from “clear across the state.”
“The idea that the students are coming
• ♦

♦ ♦ ♦♦

great opportunity for anyone
regardless of their major.
“I think it’s important
that students engage in pro
grams like this,” Patti said.
“The United States can’t
solve the problems of the
Middle East, that’s very con
descending, but we can at
least try to understand so
that we can change the U.S.
attitude towards the region
so that we can help them.”

from the local and tri-county area is no
longer true, and hasn’t been true for us for
quite a while,” she said.
Another group of people Chycinski wants
to focus on is transfer students, a growing
population at the university.
She said this past fall semester had the largest
number of transfer students, totaling over 1,800.
“We really pay attention to what our retention
rates are and when we admit a student to the uni
versity, were looking for students we feel that will
be able to retain and support effectivelyf she said.
“Just as important (as) recruiting new students is
retaining those students at Grand Valley.”

VALENTINE’S

Post a photo of your
valentine to Instagram
for a chance to win.
Make sure to hashtag
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ARTS AT A GLANCE
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FREE PUPPETRY WORKSHOP
If you've ever had an interest in puppets, here’s
your chance to learn a little bit more. A free work
shop will be taught by Grand Valley State University
professors Jason Yancey and Jim Bell to help
students learn from a puppetry professional about
what it takes to create puppets and present a play.
Puppetry professional, Kevin Kammeraad of the
Cooperfly Puppet Troupe will be available during
rehearsals and to discuss careers in puppetry.
The workshops will be held from Feb. 13 to Feb. 19
and attendees must commit to attend all sessions. No
previous theater experience is necessary, but space
is limited. The workshop will conclude with a perfor
mance at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 20.
Sign up at the Louis Armstrong Theatre box office in
person or call (616) 331-2300
The workshop and the performance are both free
and open to the public.

SWEETHEART SWING
Grand Valley State University Swing Dance club
will be hosting a night of fun, food and dancing with
they’re Sweetheart Swing dance at 9 p.m. on Feb. 11 in
the Pere Marquette Room of the Kirkhof Center.
Bring your significant other, bring a friend or come
by yourself. Be prepared to have some fun and dance all
night.
The event is free and open to the public. For more
information, email gvsuswing(a)gmail.com.

SYMPHONY: The Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra performs for GVSU students and community members during the Arts at Noon Series
on Feb. 3. Audience members heard the orchestra perform serenades by Dag Ivar Wir6n and Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky. GVL | CLAIRE FISHER

Professional musicians showcase orchestral talents
BY CLAIRE FISHER
ARTS@LANTHORN.COM

‘GODSPELl’
With shows at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 12 and 13 and
a show at 2 p.m. on Feb. 14, the Grand Valley State
University production of the musical ‘‘Godspeir’ fin
ishes up this weekend.*
Tickets can be purchased by calling the Louis
Armstrong Theatre box office at (616) 331-2300.
Tickets may also be purchased through Startickets
online or by calling (800) 585-3737. The tickets will
cost an addition $1 if purchased at the door.

NEW MUSIC ENSEMBLE - MUSIC IN THEIR WORDS
The Grand Valley State University New Music
Ensemble will perform their "Music in their Words” proj
ect in the Grand Haven Public Library music series at 2
p.m. on Feb. 14 at the Loutit District Library. The series
includes works by Anna Clyne, Marc Mellits and more.
The event is free and open to the public. For more
information, visit www.gvsu.edu/music.

Helping students care
BY MARISSA LAPORTE
Ml AP&RTL olANU IORN C < )M
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rom Grand Valley State Uni
versity students to commu
nity members celebrating
their 100th birthday, audi
ence members at the Arts at
Noon concert on Feb. 3 were able to see
members of the Grand Rapids Sympho
ny perform in the Cook-DeWitt Center.
“Its a professional-level orchestra right
in our own building,” said Henry Duitman, director of the GVSU orchestra. “It’s
great stimulation and encouragement for
our students and for the community too.
They get to hear a short concert and a free
concert. For some senior citizens, its great
because its in the middle of the day. They
don’t have worry about going downtown
at night (to hear the GRSO).”
The string members of the GRSO
performed “Serenade for Strings, Op.
11” by Dag Ivar Wir£n and “Serenade for
Strings, Op. 48” by Pyotr Ilyich Tchai
kovsky for the Arts at Noon series.
Steve Brook, assistant principal
second violin, said Tchaikovsky’s “Ser
enade for Strings, Op. 48” is one of the
greatest pieces ever written.
“The Tchaikovsky is well-written for
strings, it’s an amazing sound,” Brook said.
“The music is enjoyable, beautiful melo

dies, great rhythms, great movement to
the piece. It takes you different places: You
can feel excitement; you can feel reflec
tion; you can feel joy; you can feel power.
The (“Serenade for Strings, Op. 11 ” by Wir£n) piece is also just delightful.”
Conductor John Varineau said he
chose these pieces to accommodate the
space in the Cook-DeWitt Center and
because of the composers’ origins.
“I chose these pieces because the
stage in Cook-DeWitt is not that big so
I have to program for a small orchestra,”
Varineau said. “After doing these con
certs for a number of years, I know what
sort of music works really well and this
string music just fits the acoustics of this
hall really perfectly. Other than that,
both composers were from northern,
cold, rainy climates and I knew it would
be like that in Grand Valley this week.”
In between pieces, audience member
Gladys Aalbers was honored for her 100th
birthday. Varineau congratulated Aalbers
and lead the audience in singing “Happy
Birthday’’ while the orchestra played along.
Aalbers said at first she was hesi
tant to come to the concert that day,
but ended up enjoying herself.
Enjoying performing for all audi
ences, Aalbers said he hopes the audi
ence at Arts at Noon enjoyed listening
to and experiencing live music.
“I love to play for anybody who en

joys listening,” Brook said. “I love to
engage audience of all ages. I hope (the
audience) takes away a greater, deeper
love and appreciation for music and re
ally interacting with real people.”
Varineau said he wanted Arts at
Noon to show audience members the
skill level of the GRSO and hoped that
it would encourage more people to see
the symphony perform their regular
season concerts in Grand Rapids.
“I hope that the audience saw today that
Grand Rapids is a top-flight professional
orchestra,” Varineau said. “We come out
to play for Grand Valley students and their
audience, and I hope that they come into
town and hear us at our hall. (The GRSO is)
just all about bringing great music wherev
er, but maybe this will entice Grand Valley
students to come and hear us downtown.”
Varineau said that he hopes stu
dents will take advantage of the “Stu
dent Passport” program, which allows
students to purchase tickets to many
of the GRSO performances for $5.
“We do a whole series of classical
concerts and pops concerts,” Vari
neau said. “Grand Valley students
get into our concerts for $5. That’s
cheaper than a foot-long (sandwich),
and it’s way cheaper than a movie.”
For more information about up
coming GRSO concerts and tickets
prices, visit www.grsymphony.org.

OPINION

Which Wich review: Superfood Wich
New vegan option at GV provides flavorful variety

BY DANIEL GOUBERT
GOUBERTD@LANTHORN.COM

n light of recent con
cerns regarding Grand
Valley State University
campus dining’s lack of
exciting meatless op
tions, will Which Wich’s newly in
troduced vegan Superfood Wich be
tasty enough to attract carnivores,
herbivores and omnivores alike?
Let’s get right to the meat of the mat
ter—or lack thereof—and find out.
Which Wich, a nationwide,
customizable sandwich chain that

opened its GVSU location in the
Laker Marketplace in the fall of 2015,
debuted its Superfood Wich across
the country last month. There are
13 available options to customize a
Superfood Wich, including dried
cranberries and candied walnuts. The
“classic style” that I tried featured a
vegan black bean patty, quinoa, jalapeno hummus, avocado and roasted
red peppers, all bundled up in a spin
ach tortilla.
At a price of nearly $8, the Su
perfood Wich may seem pricey, but
since this wrap is nearly as large as
a dumbbell, it can be easily split up
into two meals. And with all the
heavy lifting it takes just to bring it
to my mouth, I could probably even
cancel my gym membership, too.
The most striking part of this wrap
was the tiny bits of quinoa. Like the
glitter of food, these quinoa pieces
stuck to my hands, they stuck to my
face and they even stuck to the fibers of

my carpet as they exploded out of my
Superfood Wich. With a lightly nutty
and grainy taste, the quinoa wasn’t too
flavorful and largely acted as packing
peanuts for this bulky wrap.
The dominating flavor is the
jalapefto hummus. Like peppery,
capsaicin-stuffed lava, the hummus
oozed a burning spiciness all over
the Superfood Wich’s other ingredi
ents. Strong tongues will enjoy the
burn, but if you’re like me and can’t
handle a handful of Flaming Hot
Cheetos, I would recommend sub
stituting in normal hummus.
Speaking of which, the real MVP
(Most Valuable Peppers) in the Su
perfood Wich are the roasted red
peppers. Their charred corners and
plump juiciness provide a welcome
kick of flavor that’s only mildly spicy.
The shy layer of avocado does its
best to calm the hummus’ flames with
its cool creaminess, but there’s so little
avocado to be found that only the
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SANDWICH: Which Wich introduces a new vegetarian and vegan option: the Su
perfood Wich. The sandwich is built on a black bean patty. GVL | DAN GOUBERT

most studious palates will be able to
detect it. I’d recommend adding a side
of ranch dressing for a more reliable
and buttery fire extinguisher.
As for the black bean patty, it does
a pretty good job as the “meat” of the
Superfood Wich. It’s a bit more ten
der than a beef burger, but the black
bean patty has a savory chew, burst
ing bits of juicy corn and a smoky
bean flavor that kept me munching
happily. I could even forgive it for
being so tender. I’d be tender too if
I swam in jalapeno hummus all day.
Finally, the spinach tortilla success
fully kept everything snuggled togeth
er while still providing a rich, floury

vegetable flavor of its own.
Eating vegetarian or vegan
doesn’t mean having to sacrifice fla
vor, and Which Wich’s Superfood
Wich proves this with zesty meat
alternatives. Students looking for
a new vegan option or a new food
adventure can now point their com
pass toward Which Wich.
While the quinoa was a bit too
messy and the hummus was a bit too
hot for me, my minor gripes could
easily be avoided through Which
Wich’s customization options.
I give the Superfood Wich eight
stars out of 10: one for every time I
spilled quinoa on my floor.

WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to discover
something pertaining to birds.
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LAKERS TOP NORTH
DIVISION IN PRESEASON
POLL
The GLIAC announced its
baseball preseason coaches' poll
for the 2016 season, and Grand
Valley State was picked to finish
first in the North Division, along
with tying for first place overall.
| The Lakers received 64 total
Votes, including eight first-place
Votes. Wayne State finished sec
ond in both total votes (56) and
first-place votes (eight).

Lakers escape road
trip with one win

Northwood received 42,
Saginaw Valley State received
40, Hillsdale got 24 and Findlay
was last with 20.
In the South Division,
Ashland received just as many
total votes and first-place
Votes as the Lakers.
Ohio Dominican received 51,
Malone had 45, Lake Erie got
41, Tiffin received 24 and Walsh
received 21.
The Lakers finished the 2015
campaign with a 34-18 record,
which included a GLIAC tour
nament title.
Despite entering the NCAA
tournament as a No. 2 seed, the
Lakers season was ended in the
Midwest Regional round with a
4-1 loss to Ashland.
The Lakers will begin the
season on Feb. 19 against
Southern Indiana.

GVSU SWIM & DIVE GEARS
UP FOR CONFERENCE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Grand Valley State
swim and dive team will par
ticipate in the 2015-16 GLIAC
Championships at Waterford
Mott High School from Feb. 10-13.
The Laker men will look
to repeat, as they took home
conference champion honors
last year.
The women will look to
make the next step, as they
finished second in the tourna
ment a year ago.
The Lakers’ men’s and
women’s team are in the midst
of a combined 15-game win
ning streak that dates back to
October of last year.
The Lakers' last loss came
during a women’s meet at
the University of WisconsinMilwaukee on October 17th.
Both the men and women
are ranked No. 3 nationally
in the latest College Swim
Coach Association of America
(CSCAA) poll.

GREGORY, BARRY SWEEP
GLIAC DIVING HONORS
Grand Valley State sopho
more Jared Gregory and junior
Anna Barry both secured
GLIAC Diver of the Week hon
ors for their performances at
the GVSU Last Chance Diving
Meet on Jan. 29 - 30.
Gregory, a sophomore, has
gone the entire season without a
loss on the 1-meter board.
Barry earned second-place
finishes in both the 1-meter
board and the 3-meter board.
The Lakers will return
to action during the GLIAC
Championships at Waterford
Mott High School from Feb. 10-13.

VARSITY SCHEDULE
iinmmmmmmmiiimmmiimiimiiimmmiimi

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Thursday 8 p.m. vs Lake Superior
State
Saturday 6 p.m. at Northwood
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Thursday 6 p.m. vs Lake Superior

State
Saturday 4 p.m. at Northwood
TRACK AND FIELD
Friday - Saturday vs GVSU Big
Meet
SWIMMING AND DIVING
Wednesday - Saturday at GLIAC
Championships (Waterford Mott
High School) TBA

GV beats Northern Michigan, comes
up short against Michigan Tech
FOCUS: Senior center Chaz Rollins tries to drive past a defender during GVSU’s 76-63 loss to Hillsdale at Fieldhouse Arena on Jan. 30. The Lakers have lost four of
their last five games. GVSU will look to rebound at home on Feb. 11 against Lake Superior State, then again on the road at Northwood on Feb. 13. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF

The Lakers flipped the script in the second
half, and then some, outscoring NMU 43-26
over the final 20 minutes to secure a mustlaying in its fourth and fifth games in have conference win.
“First half we weren’t ready to play, came
10 days, the Grand Valley State mens
basketball team had to battle Northern out flat,” said Trevin Alexander. “The second
half we stepped up our defensive intensity and
Michigan, Michigan Tech and fatigue.
The Lakers (15-8,9-8 GLIAC) sal went on a run and came out with the W.”
team scoring, as has become com
vaged a split bn their Upper Peninsula trip, Balanced
top
monplace
ping NMU 70-59 on Feb. 4, before a furious
rally for GVSU, was once again the key to suc
cess 6.
on Feb. 4. Seniors Ricardo Carbajal and Aaron
fell just short in a 90-86 loss to MTU on Feb.
“We just came out of the gate not ready to Hayes paced GVSU with 14 points, as Ryskamp
play when we should have and that’s basically and Alexander added 12 and 11, respectively.
NMU, which shot 46.1 percent in the first
what controlled the rest of the game,” said ju
half,
cooled off significantly, hitting just 8-ofnior Luke Ryskamp. “We fought our way back
25 shots in the second half for a 32 percent
but the hole was too deep to get out of.”
GVSU, which is fighting for a spot in the GLI team effort. The Lakers, by contrast, followed
AC tournament as the season winds down, saw up a 33.3 percent effort in the first half with a
a likely win slipping away in the first half against 48.3 percent showing in the second.
GVSU also hit 7-of-16 3-pointers, while the
the Wildcats. NMU (6-14,4-12 GLIAC) surprised
Wildcats knocked down just 6-of-23. GVSU won
GVSU, sprinting out to a 33-27 lead at halftime.
BY A.A. KNORR
SPOR TS(a)LAN THORN. COM
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Late game heartbreak
Lakers lose key matchup near buzzer to Huskies
equaled the Bulldogs team score. Tucker,
a center, shot 5-of-6 from behind the arc.
Tucker’s stellar performance ear
ith every victory carry lier in the week, however, wasn’t
ing added importance as what stuck with her.
“It’s always nice to win, but riding the
the season gets shorter
and shorter, the Grand bus home 10 hours (from Michigan Tech)
Valley State women’s bas after losing the last one isn’t,” she said.
In total, five Lakers scored in double
ketball team took two out of three in
figures, and four players had four or more
a crucial three-game road trip.
The Lakers (17-«6, 12-5 GLIAC) de assists. GVSU shot 56.5 percent from the
field as a team, including
feated Ferris State (4-19,
51.7 percent from behind
4-13 GLIAC) 97-60 on
the arc. For the Bulldogs,
Feb. 1, took down North
“Tech’s a good
Rachel Mclnemey led the
ern Michigan (10-13, 9-8
team, really
team with 18 points.
GLIAC) 70-49 on Feb. 4
A few days later, the
and came up just short
good at home,
Lakers again had little
against Michigan Tech
and I thought
difficulty. A defensive ef
(15-6, 13-4 GLIAC, first
we got close,
fort that held NMU to
in North Division) in a
six
points in the second
57-55 game on Feb. 6.
but we didn’t
quarter and nine points
“I think it was good to
finish it.”
in the fourth was key in
a point, that we battled
the 21-point victory.
on the road,” said GVSU
MIKE WILLIAMS
GVSU’s Taylor Parmcoach Mike Williams.
GVSU HEAD COACH
ley led all scorers with 23
“You got Ferris and then
points, and Dawson add
Northern, I thought we
ed 18 with three steals.
played well in both of
those games. Tech’s a good team, re The Wildcats’ Chloe Thompson led the
ally good at home, and I thought we team with 17 points, but was a part of
an offensive effort that only mustered
got close, but we didn’t finish it.”
18 total field goals on the night.
The Lakers had little trouble with the
“Obviously its good to get some away
Bulldogs in the first game of their road
trip. The dynamic duo of Piper Tbcker wins under our belt, but it would’ve been
and Kayla Dawson led all scorers with 26
and 24 points, respectively, which almost
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
A SSIS TA N TSPOR TS@LAN THORN. COM
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the rebounding battle with 37 boards to NMU’s 30,
as Alexander pulled down nine to lead the Lakers.
Senior guard Darren Kapustka did Darren
Kapustka things, dishing out seven assists and
committing just one turnover.
In the second game of the northern en
deavor, GVSU ran into a blistering hot pair of
MTU freshmen. Kyle Monroe and guard Bry
an Heath torched the Lakers to the tune of 47
combined points in a 90-86 Husky win.
The Lakers again started the game in sluggish
fashion, but in this edition of the Upper Peninsula
matchups, the slow start was too much for GVSU to
make up. MTU rushed out to a 7-0 lead, and a com
bination of strong Husky shooting and weak Laker
shooting led to a quick 30-15 lead for MTU.
“They played very well early, really shot the ball
well,” said GVSU head coach Ric Wesley. “I didn’t
think our defensive focus was very good to start the

PULL UP: Taylor Lutz pulls up for a contested jump shot during Grand Val
ley State's 63-42 win at Fieldhouse Arena on Jan. 30. gvl | kevin sielaff
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WRESTLING

GV notches most individual
wins at Laker Classic meet

ON THE MAT: Grand Valley State senior Eric Dietz works to stay on top of his opponent during the Laker Classic at Fieldhouse Arena on Feb. 6. GVSU had the most individual winners at the event, with six. The ■
Lakers had champions in the 125,141,149,165 and 174 pound weight classes. The Lakers will look to continue their success at the Glass City Duals held at Toledo University on Feb. 14. GVL | kasey garvelink ..

Lakers separate from the crowd with strong overall performance
BY MASON TRONSOR
JjTRQIHSOR@LANTHORN.COM

r ,

he Grand Valley State wrestling club took to the
mats at Fieldhouse Arena for the Laker Classic
Event, competing against top talent on Feb. 6.
The Lakers finished with the most indi
vidual winners, as the event was not a teambased event with overall team scoring. GVSU individuals
beat out competitors from schools like Michigan, Notre
Dame and Saginaw Valley State -- some of which the Lak
ers might face in qualifying for the national tournament.
“I was pleased with the effort in most spots,” said GVSU
coach Rick Bolhuis. “It’s nice to see guys competing hard,
working on individual and team aspects. We also got a
good gauge for where you stand as a group.”
After a successful showing at the national duals in
Georgia in late January, the Lakers headed into this home
showing with high levels of confidence. The younger core

of the team led the way for GVSU.
Six different Lakers won championships ir^iJ^ir re,spective weight classes. Bailey Bischer (174 pounds),
Trevor Pickett (165 pounds), Jake Sobeck (149 pounds),
Brendan Hazelton (125 pounds), Mitch Hrnyak (141
pounds) and Zach Cooper (also at 149 pounds) all took
home some hardware for the Lakers.
“I think I did pretty good,” Hazelton said. “My last
match could have been a little more smoother in the first
period, but I picked it up in the second and third.”
The six first-place winners were not the only successful
Laker wrestlers throughout the day. Other placers at the
Laker classic included senior Bruce Rau at 165 pounds, and
sophomores Dan Tomasello at 197 pounds and Trent Hunt
at 165 pounds, all of whom finished in second place.
“We wrestled well today, all the way from our young guys to our
senior leaders,” Tomasello said. “We have a common goal in mind,
and that’s to win a national title.”
Other placers for the Lakers included senior Eric Dietz
at 174 pounds and sophomores Harun Bogdanic at 235
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CLUES ACROSS
1. Basics
4. Paper container
7. Diving ducks of N America
having a bluish-gray bill
9. Spruce
11. Sacred choral composition
14. Ear lobe decoration
16. S Am. wood sorrel cultivated
for its edibte tubers
17. Wolf drama series
19. Straight, bowling or bobby
21. Cotton growing region in
W. Central India
22. Tax saving retirement account
23. Expresses pleasure
25. Synoptical
26. Peseta
27.Oceans
29 Weekday
31. Octagonal motif in rugs

33. Beam out
34. Escargots
37. Mother of Apollo in ancient
mythology
40. Fed
41. A sleeveless garment like
cloak but shorter
43. Yugoslavian River
45. Patti Hearst’s captors
46. Representational likeness
48. Plundered
50. Clothier
54.
de Janeiro
55. Peaceful relations
56. Replaced union workers
58. African people of Senegambia
59. Every 24 hours
60. 1/100 yen
61. Summate

game. We let their best play
er come have his way with
us in the first half. I just
don’t think we had the de
fensive energy and focus we
needed to start the game.”
MTU’s best player, Mon
roe. dropped 16 points in the
first half before finishing with
22 points on 6-of-12 shooting.
The Lakers faced a 45-28 deficit
at the end of the first half, but
came out in the second stanza
with an offensive explosion of
58 points — a tie for the most
points scored in a GVSU half
this season (vs. Olivet Nov. 20).
GVSU fell down by as
many as 23 points and never
led in the game. The second-

half comeback was paced by
Hayes, who scored a teamhigh 21 points for the Lakers
on 4-of-9 shooting, and 12-of14 from the free throw line.
Senior Chaz Rollins add
ed 16 points and eight re
bounds, while MTU’s Heath
had a game-high 25 points
on 6-of-13 shooting, in
cluding five 3-pointers.
MTU (9-12, 8-9 GLIAC)
shot an even 50 percent as a
team from the floor, and 52.2
percent from beyond the arc.
The Huskies also made 34of-37 free throws. GVSU shot
45.6 percent, but just 29.2 per
cent from 3-point range.
The Lakers will return home
for a matchup against Lake Su
perior State on Feb. 11, before
hitting the road for a tilt against
Northwood on Feb. 13.

Heart's Journey

Wellness Center
Yoga. Counseling. Workshops.

30.
32.
34.
35.
36.
38.
39.
40
42.
44
45.
47.
49.
51.
52.
53
57.

In a way, discolors
Artiodactyls
Resistant to change
Northeast
Watering places
A way to pave
Value excessively
Poplar trees (Spanish)
Elk Grove High School
Abroad
Author George Bernard
Old world, new
Tiny insectivorous W. Indian bi
British School
Moroccan coastal region
Radioactivity unit
Sheep sound

Answers on pg. 10

CHARITY STRIPE: Grand Valley State’s Aaron Hayes shoots a free
throw during a loss to Hillsdale earlier this year, GVL I KEVIN SlELAFlf
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CLUES DOWN
1. Gum arabic
2. Crazy, loco, wacky
3. Unconnected
4. Whirring sound
5. Tartness
6. A group of individuals
7 Bard
8. Buddy
9. Not an amateur
10. North-central Indian city
12. Chit
13. Reverences
14. Inspire with love
15. Endocrine gland
18. Biblical name for Syria
20. The woman
24. Heroic tale
26 Daddy
28 Killing yourself

pounds and Brandon Blankenship at 125 pounds, who all
finished in third place.
Honorable mention* included sophomore Ben Wright at,itf4
pounds* who finished fourth in his respective weight class. v **
With a balanced attack shown off at the Laker Classic,
GVSU looks poised to compete at nationals, which will
take place early next month in Orlando, Florida.
“The reason 1 like this event is because it brings in
most of the guys we are going to see at our qualifying
tournament,” Bolhuis said. “It’s kind of a late-season test.
Based on what we saw today, we have a good chance of
qualifying guys for the national tournament.”
GVSU’s next event will take place next week at Toledo
University in Ohio. The event is called the Glass City Du
als and will begin at 10 a.m on Feb. 14.
“We know where we are at and we will continue to put in
the work to get there,” Tomasello said. “We are going to keqp
wrestling hard these next weeks and keep guys as healthy as
we can at this stage in the season so we are ready for March.
We all want to do something special for this program.”

All different types of Yoga,
from beginner to advanced, including:

HOT YOGA

VOOA THERAPY

'Wi&ies youA frieafo?
6189 Lake Michigan Drive, Allendale Ml
616-307-1617 * 877-932-4446
www.HeartsJourneyWellness.com
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nice to get a W at Michigan Tech as well,” Dawson said.”
The Lakers Certainly would have liked to get the sweep
in their last game of the road trip, especially against a tearrt
vying against the Lakers for the GLIAC North title.
Despite outscoring the Huskies 14-8 in the final period, the
Lakers came up just short in a game decided in the final seconds.;
Laker guard Janae Langs made a clutch reverse layup to tie
the game at 55 with just eight seconds remaining. The Huskier
took a timeout to draw up the play that would sink the Lakers.
After the inbound pass, time winded down until the
Huskies’ Danielle Blake made the game-winning layup
with just a tick left on the clock.
“We needed to get a stop, and we didn’t,” Williams said.
“I thought we did a good job to battle back. I thought we
had good patience, and saw the basket.”
Dawson led all scorers with 20 points, but the offense put
up its worst shooting performance of the week with a 34
percent clip. The Lakers, who average 9.7 3-point buckets a
game, only shot 12 (four makes) 3-pointers the entire game.
Next up, the Lakers will host Lake Superior State on Feb.
11 and then hit the road to face Northwood on Feb. 13.
i
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Lakers perform
f
well at Notre Dame, ,
Hillsdale meets

smn&

mwW‘
#ULL SPEED AHEAD: Grand Valley State's Tiara Wiggins (right) participates in the 60-meter hurdle race at the Kelly Family Sports Center during the Bob Eubanks Open on Jan. 15. The Lakers boasted several
first-place finishers at the Notre Dame Meyo Invitational on Feb. 5 and the Hillsdale Wide Track Classic meet on Feb. 6. Next up, the Lakers will play host to the annual Big Meet on Feb. 12-13. GVL I Kevin sielaff
BY JACOB ARVIDSON
JARVIDSON@LANTHORN.COM

rand Valley State sent
parts of its No. 1 -ranked
Division II track and
field teams to two dif
ferent locations to com
pete on Feb. 5 and 6. Some Lakers
went to the Notre Dame Meyo Invi
tational, while others travelled to the
{Tillsdale Wide Track Meet.
Highlights came from both lo
cations.
At Hillsdale, two NCAA Division
II automatic qualifying marks were
reached. In the womens pole vault,
senior Jaime Roberts cleared the bar
at 4.10 meters, which was also good
for first place. In the mens weight
throw, senior Darien Thornton
threw 21.37 meters, which was good
enough for first as well.

“Jaime’s jump was incredible,”
said GVSU assistant coach Steve
Jones. “To stand under that height
and look up was something. This is a
major stepping stone for her.”
At Notre Dame, the Lakers ce
mented three top-four finishes,
despite competing against Divi
sion I competition.
“Its a great experience,” said GVSU
head coach Jerry Baltes. “It puts them
in position later on, when they get to
nationals, to have confidence. They’ve
proven they can perform in pressure
situations against high-level athletes.”
Senior Sean Wells finished third
in the men’s 60 meter hurdles with
a time of 7.96 seconds. Senior Amy
Cymerman finished third in the
women’s 5,000 meter run with a time
of 16:45.58. Ethan Barnes, another se
nior, flirted with an automatic mark in
the men’s 800 meter run, finishing in
fourth place with a time of 1:49.51.

“Sean ran four really good races
this weekend,” Baltes said. “And
Ethan ran a brilliant race, especially
after being sick and having to take
some time off last week.”
Also at the Meyo Invitational,
Bryce Bradley and Wuoi Mach both
ran record times in the men’s 3,000
meter run. Both broke Bradley’s previ
ous GVSU record of 8:11.46. Bradley
finished just ahead of Mach, so the
new record time of 8:06.36 will stay in
his possession for the time being.
“They got in there and battled
hard,” Baltes said. “They beat some
really good runners. Bryce de
stroyed his record.”
At Hillsdale, redshirt freshman
Lawson Bright-Mitchell had a ca
reer day. He finished second in the
men’s 60 meter dash, earning him
his first provisional mark. His time
of 6.88 seconds was only .05 off the
GVSU record.

Tor’i Brooks had another good day
in the men’s long jump. He finished
fourth and earned a provisional mark
with a jump of 7.04 meters.
“He has only been with us for a
month,” Jones said. “He’s been learning
the ropes. As he becomes more com
fortable he’s going to soar.”
GVSUs star group of throwers
traveled to Hillsdale for the weekend.
The throwers continued their run of
good form as a team.
Kyra Hull finished first in the wom
en’s weight throw with a heave of 18.92
meters. Her provisional mark was one
of four for the Lakers in the weight
throw. Thornton led the men with his
automatic mark in the weight throw,
and he was joined by four other Lakers
with provisional marks.
“They really do a great job every
week,” Jones said. “The women have
continued to get better every meet and
the men always come ready’’

Not to be forgotten at the Meyo
Invitational, the women’s 4x400 meter
relay team of Skylar Dantzler, Jessica
O’Connell, Eskolunbe Puente and An
gie Ritter improved their provisional
mark by almost two seconds. Junior
Kendra Foley came within 0.11 sec
onds of and automatic mark in the
women’s 3,000 meter run.
Because the meets were invitationals, there were no team point totals.
For the GVSU coaches it’s all about
testing their student-athletes with the
best competition possible.
“It’s solid competition against
other good teams,” Jones said. “It
was good to be challenged in a few
spots where we needed it. It’s great
to get good races under our belt
before conference.”
The Lakers are set to host the
GVSU Big Meet in the Kelly Family
Sports Center on Feb. 12 and 13.

Dll HOCKEY

E-M-WhO?
Lakers rock Eagles in two-game sweep
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK@LANTHORN.COM

he Grand Valley
State
Division
II men’s hockey
club brought out
the big brooms
in its weekend series against
Eastern Michigan. The Lakers
(26-4-1) swept EMU in blow
out fashion, winning 11 -0 and
10-2 in the two-game series
over the weekend.
GVSU came out firing in
The first game, scoring five
goals in the first period. Troy
Marrett initiated the scoring for
the Lakers in the sixth minute
of the game and added another
goal four minutes later. Marrett’s line produced two more
goals throughout the game.
“We have been playing
together all year now and
we just seem to find each
other out there. We all play
our own game and it works,”
Marrett said.
The offense continued to put

2

the pressure on, scoring three
goals in each of the remaining
periods. Laker forward Corbin
Rainey continued the offensive
explosion he started in 2016,
scoring a goal in all three peri
ods for a hat trick.
GVSU spread the wealth
around offensively. Eight differ
ent players scored goals and 14
Lakers tallied a point.
“I think everyone played
good. We played as a group
and we played our system,”
Marrett said.
The Lakers dominated
puck possession from the
opening faceoff, partly be
cause of the defensive pres
sure put on EMU. The defense
held the Eagles to 19 shots,
compared to GVSUs 87, mak
ing it a quiet night for GVSU
goaltender Jared Maddock.
“Our defense took a lot
of their scoring opportuni
ties away and they played
their positions really well,”
Maddock said.
Maddock pitched his sec-

LAKERS ON ICE: Grand Valley State's Tom Lusynski passes the puck to a teammate. The Lakers swept the Eastern Michigan University Ea
gles in a home-and-away series at the Georgetown Ice Center. The Lakers outscored the Eagles 21-2 over both games. GVL I KEVIN sielaff

ond shutout of the season,
improving on his already-low
goals against average. His aver
age of a 1.89 is the eighth-best
average in the nation among
ACHA Division II goaltenders.
“My team has been play
ing really well lately and
they make it really easy on
me. They give me easy shots
whenever the team gets shots
offT Maddock said.
Even with the large lead
late in the game, the Lakers
never slowed down. The of
fense continued to push and

try to find ways to score.
“It’s hard in a game like
today; sometimes they let
off the gas and develop some
bad habits,” said GVSU head
coach Mike Forbes. “I was just
happy that we continued to
move the puck around, show
some creativity offensively
and continue to skate.”
With playoffs soon ap
proaching, the idea of resting
players is not something that
Forbes considered for game
two of the series.
“The hard part about (sit

ting guys) is the time in our
season. We are preparing
for nationals and you can sit
and rest guys, but the min
ute you let the players know
the game isn’t important,
they don’t think it is impor
tant either,” Forbes said.
The possibility of the Lak
ers playing lackadaisical for
game two of the series was
shut down quickly. Game
two was much like the first,
with the Lakers dominating
in all facets of the game.
The offense lit up the score-

board again. Forward Alex Ostrowski netted a hat trick and
freshman Thomas Lusynski
added two goals. Goaltender
Jiri Aberle and the defense kept
the Eagles in check, allowing
only two goals, keeping the
game out of reach.
GVSU will look to expand
its eight game win streak in the
last series of the year against
Davenport University. The
Lakers will travel across town
on Feb. 19 to face the Panthers
and finish up the series on
home ice Feb. 20 at 8 p.m.
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Boilerbreakers
Lakers trounce Purdue in two-game home series
BY ALEX EISEN
AEISEN@LANTHORN.COM

estled deep within the pages of
the unwritten sports rule book
is an age-old guideline that says
‘thou shall not celebrate exces
sively after your team scores
again in a blowout.’
The Grand Valley State Division III mens
hockey club deliberately broke that rule Fri
day night when junior defenseman Ryan Mar
shall scored on a slap shot from the blue line
halfway through the third period to push the
Laker lead to 11-4 over Purdue.
GVSUs bench erupted and emphatically be
gan banging their sticks against the boards. For
those who were unaware, the celebration could
have been perceived as unsportsmanlike, but in
this singular moment their reaction was war
ranted. It was Marshall s first collegiate goal.
“(Their reaction) means everything. These
guys are like family to me,” Marshall said. “Its
been an amazing season. To everyone that comes
here, they make sure you’re welcomed and they
really make it feel like home.”
The close-knit Lakers skated past Purdue in
back-to-back home games inside Georgetown
Ice Center with a 12-4 thrashing on Feb. 5 and
a 6-2 win on Feb. 6.
The pair of victories comes at an ideal time
with the league playofls a week away.
“That’s the hardest part is keeping everyone
focused and keep playing the systems like we
are supposed to,” said GVSU head coach Charlie
Link. “Once you start to get ahead like that, guys
get out of position and start running around.

And that’s what we are trying to avoid, especially
with playoffs starting next week.”
Minutes into the first contest on Friday,
senior Blaine Marney (4:07) ignited GVSUs
scoring outburst with a redirect in front of the
goal on the power play. The Lakers’ quickness,
speed and pinpoint passes consistently broke
down Purdue’s defense, and after 20 minutes,
GVSU held a dominant 4-0 lead.
“We figured if we jumped on them quick,
they aren’t as deep as we are,” Link said.
The team’s depth was on full display as 11 dif
ferent Lakers hit the back of the net.
Following GVSUs fifth goal by freshman
Mitch Lawton, Purdue got on the scoreboard
unconventionally with a short-handed goal
4:59 into the second period.
The let-up was a wake-up call. The Lak
ers stuck back with three goals in a span of
five minutes.
But Purdue wasn’t going to go away lightly,
as the Boilermakers put in pair of goals near the
end of the second period to shift momentum,
and then carried its newly found success into the
third to pull within four at 8-4.
GVSU responded by unleashing yet an
other four-goal period. Three of its four
goals in the third period came on the power
play, scored by Mitch Kahl (4:12), Michael
Cavataio (9:00) and Marshall (10:54).
“Getting the puck up the ice quick is what we
do the best,” Marshall said. “Then getting into the
zone and setting up like we did tonight is what we
have been doing all year. We’ve been playing well
and it showed tonight on the scoreboard.”
Sophomore defenseman Henry Mikesell slot
ted home goal No. 12 - a regular season team-

SLAPSHOT: Grand Valley State's Eric White shoots the puck during a 6-4 win against Adrian College at
the Georgetown Ice Arena on Jan. 30. On Feb. 5-6. GVSU trumped Purdue twice. GVL I LUKE HOLMES

high - with 5:21 remaining, but didn’t get nearly
the same bench reaction that fellow defensemen
Marshall received minutes prior.
Less than 12 hours later, a drained Laker
squad took to the ice at noon on Saturday for the
second game against the Boilermakers.
Dominic Juncaj, former GVSU Division
II goaltender from 2013-14, stopped 28
shots in first start at the Division III level.
His teammates fired 43 shots on net and cap
italized on four power play opportunities to
get Juncaj the victory, 6-2.
Junior Tyler Stoller became the team

leader in points (36) over the weekend with
three goals and three assists. Freshman Scott
Schueneman only trails Stoller by a point,
and remains the team’s top goal-scorer (20)
with a goal in both games.
Over the two games, more than half of GVSU’s roster got on the scoresheet with 20 Lakers
registering at least a point.
The Lakers will face Michigan State in
the league playoffs on 8:30 p.m. at Feb. 12.
The game will be played at Calvin College’s
Eagles Ice Center.

DODGEBALL

Dodge, duck, dip, dive and win
Lakers handle first tournament
of the year with relative ease
BY BRADY MCATAMNEY
BMCA TA MNEY&LA N THORN. COM

tinging blows. . Missile
throws. Quick reflexes,
clutch catches and key
switches. For many,
dodgeball is an actionpacked nostalgia-fest. For others,
memories that would better be forgot
ten. For the Grand Valley State dodge
ball dub, it’s an opportunity to domi
nate on the court.
In a return to action after a threeand-a-half month break, the Lakers
toppled Kent State, Akron and Sagi
naw Valley State by scores of 4-1,10-0,
and 3-2, respectively, in the King of the
Mountain tournament hosted by Cen
tral Michigan on Feb. 6.
“Were really proud of the way all
of our players played today, especially
with it being the first tournament,”
said GVSUs Austin Morley.
The three-time defending na
tional champion Lakers rolled into
Mount Pleasant, Michigan equipped
with 12 first-year varsity players in
an effort to get them in-game ex

perience before matches that would
come as more of a challenge.
“(The tournament) was an excel
lent learning experience,” said se
nior Terrance Spears. “For a lot of
guys, it was their first varsity meet
and we’ll carry this momentum go
ing into our next tournament.”
In fact, the young Lakers were able
to earn a bit of extra playing time as
their match against SVSU went into a
sudden-death overtime.
Early on in the match, GVSU ex
ecuted its game plan to perfection and
put itself in position to cruise to vic
tory, but the Cardinals charged back
into the game simply by adopting their
own strategy, and managed to tie the
score at the end of regulation.
In the 6-on-6 sudden-death
bout, the Lakers settled in and
eliminated all of their opponents,
while losing only one comrade.
The Lakers acknowledge they
could have dove head-first into the
tournament with reckless aban
don, but instead took the route of
using it as a learning experience.
The results came as no shock to the

ALL IN THE WRIST: The dodgeball club traveled to Central Michigan University over the weekend to take part in the annual
King of the Mountain tournament, emerging victorious over Kent State, Akron and SVSU. COURTESY | GVSU DODGEBALL CLUB

veterans of the squad.
“We started out a little bit slow, but
that’s expected from the first games of
the year,” Morley said. “We expected to
play the way we did today. We had 12
first-year varsity players this weekend,
so nothing came as a shock.”
Just because the athletes were not
blown away by the performance put

on, however, does not mean they do
not expect big things from themselves
down the road, even with such little
experience on the roster.
“Bottom line is that we have a way
younger and more inexperienced
team than we’ve had since any of us
have been on the team, but it’s clear
were gaining momentum and that

LAKER EXCHANGE

when nationals come around, well be
where we want to be,” said Kevin Bai
ley. “If we keep improving the way we
want to, well be in good shape.”
The Lakers will return to the
court in East Lansing, Michigan
for the Michigan State Dodgeball
Cup on Feb. 27.

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
some restrictions apply
email lakerexchange@lanthorn.com for more info on restrictions
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES EMAIL

lakerexchange(&)lanthom.com OR CALL

Announcements
Grandparents, Grandkids,
Grand Valley(G3)
2016 Summer Camp regis
tration is now open!
G3 is a residential and
commuter family summer
camp for grandparents and
randchildren (ages 8-12)
une 21-23, 2016 on
GVSU's Allendale campus.
Limited scholarships are
available from United Bank
Visit www.gvsu.edu/g3 or
call the Regional Math and
Science Center at (616) 3312267.

Housing

Off Broadway has an
opening we are looking to fill
as soon as possible.
3 bedroom loft
(Female)-$610
Included: Cable, Internet,
Water, Parking and Trash
Not included: Laundry
(Laundry facilities are

ANSWERS

TO

PUZZLES

Housing

located in the building) and
Electricity (split among
roommates).
No pets and no smoking.
Please Contact our office at
616-776-2678 if you are in
terested or feel free to
email me directly at meclastl@mail.gvsu.edu.
You can also began an ap
plication online at liveatoffbroadway.com.

Services

Services

Arrested for MIP,
driving under the
influence,
possession,
or assault? We
represent clients in

all areas of criminal
defense. Contact
attorney Matt
Berry(GVSU ’05) at
Tanis Schultz, PLLC
for all of your legal
matters.
616-608-7149
mberry@tanisschultz.
com
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